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Growing up, I was led to believe that surrender was the  
equivalent of suffering a defeat. I was socialized into thinking 
that only the weak would surrender and admit defeat. This was 
to be avoided at all costs in work, school, sports or any of life’s 
endeavors. I believe this type of thinking contributes to the “win 
at all costs” ethos that has developed in the last few decades.  

 

I have come to learn that Surrender is not about defeat. Sur-
render is not about giving up either. It’s about yielding to the 
flow of life. I most often find myself struggling with life when  
situations and circumstances do not align with my desires and 
worldviews. It is in those times that I find myself resisting its 
natural unfolding.  

 

As I think about it, fighting with life by resisting what has al-
ready happened is futile and only brings about a war within my 
mind. But isn’t fighting (even subtly) what we have been taught 
to do? If the flow of life is taking us in a direction we don’t want 
to go, we can end up swimming against the current until we 
drown or eventually surrender to the current and align our-
selves with where life has taken us.  

 
As one who has spent many years swimming against the cur-
rent in life, I now realize that I have wasted so much energy by 
resisting. As an alternative, I could practice surrender. Is it pos-
sible to drop resistance to life and experience it as it unfolds 
without fighting against Life? Our Faith In Action fall book study 
addresses this very question. We are taking the plunge with 
The Surrender Experiment by Michael Singer. 
 
Michael says this about his surrender experiment:  

“Let it be clear right from the start however that this type if sur-
render does not mean living a life without the assertion of will. 
My story of these 40 years is simply the story of what hap-
pened when the assertion of will was guided by what life was 
doing instead of what I wanted it to be doing. My personal ex-
perience is that aligning ones will with the natural forces unfold-
ing around us leads to some surprisingly powerful results.” 

 

   Continued on Next Page 
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I only wish I had a class or workshop on this topic when I was young(er)! The Surrender  

Experiment has become one of my favorite books. Michael addresses the subject by sharing  

his personal joys and challenges as he actually lived the experiment.  

 

Resistance serves no purpose. Negativity, unhappiness, and suffering are all born of  

resistance. When we resist what is and take action that’s based on anger, despair or  

frustration that resistance wears us down and makes us less effective.  

 

I invite us all to practice our own surrender experiment. Here is your first step: become  

attentive to and start taking an inventory of what in life you are currently resisting. Put a pin in 

that. Then as the weeks ahead unfold let us see how living into the experiment can help you 

move from resistance to living in the flow of Life. I can hardly wait to hear your stories; this is 

Faith-In-Action! 

 

 

Love & Blessings, 

Rev. Karen    
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Musings of a Single Parent  Nancy Smith 

 
I admit I am a bit leery of the concept of the power of positive thinking - not 
because it is not valid, but because it can be so easily misunderstood. If 
positive thinking were a simple concept to understand, Catherine Ponder 's 
book, The Dynamic Laws of Prosperity, would not be 430 pages long. The 
belief that 'we can do anything" requires a caveat: It is not "I" alone, not "I" 
the "ego" self, but I, the "authentic self", co-creator with the Divine, who  
accomplishes.  And the Divine works in myriad ways. For example, the  
Divine often speaks to us and works with us through others.  
 

From "hardship", or what we, in the Unity world, might call "challenges" or 
"opportunity", there is potential for positive outcomes. It is in those times of 
hardship that the Divine can do its greatest work. Sometimes, for example, conditions force a  
necessary change. From hardship, we can gain sensitivity to the effects of health challenges,  
racial or gender bias, or the trap of poverty. From hardship can come the gift of compassion and 
the gift of community. 
 

I've always thought of myself as a relatively independent person. In my childhood, I handled the 
emotional ups and downs of life on my own. And later, when I learned that my boyfriend, whom I 
loved and later married, chose a work life that would require him to work long hours, I consoled  
myself that I could handle that, because, after all, I was used to being independent. 
 
 
Then, when I became a single parent with a brand new baby and a 2-year-old, I once again  
consoled myself that I was good at being independent, so if anyone were up to this challenge, I 
would be. But the lesson I learned from being a single parent turned out to be different than I  
expected: Instead of learning how much I could accomplish on my own, I learned the power of 
community and I learned to ask for help when I needed it.  

 
The culture in which I was raised taught me that the most irresponsible and selfish situation a per-
son could be in was to need to ask for help. The responsible person amasses assets so he or she 
never needs to ask for help - that person can transact, or pay for, what he or she needs. There are 
so many holes in this logic, one of which being that the average person, or even the person with 
above-average resources, can never plan for any eventuality.  

 

 

      Continued on Next Page 
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As a single parent, the job of raising my children was mine - day in, and day out. But when I  

really needed help, it was there. When dad didn't pay child support and we were running short 

on food, I didn't tell anyone, and planned another dinner of canned green beans and pancakes. 

Somehow, my neighbor figured it out. "Silly me!", she explained when she arrived at my door 

with dinner. "I accidentally made more than we can eat ourselves! Will you do me a favor and 

take some of this?" When my daughter, now a teen, began to hang out with the wrong crowd 

and get into trouble, the last person she would listen to was her mother. It was my church family 

who kindly helped set her straight. If you ever need a "God" story, I have many more to share. 

 

Those moments when we receive with no strings attached something we clearly didn't earn are 

priceless evidence of the Divine. When I once expressed to a friend that i didn't know how I 

could ever repay her, she didn't expect repayment and expressed the hope that someday, when 

I see someone else in need, I will pay it forward. She understood community.  

 

In the book, Hillbilly Elegy, the author, J.D. Vance, describes his rise from Appalachian poverty 

to become an Ivy-league-educated attorney. At every important juncture in his journey,  

someone appeared to provide him with exactly what he needed. This is the Divine at work.  

 

Having received, I learned that being in a position to give is a fortunate place to be. I learned 

that no matter how little I may seem to have, there are always ways to be of value to others. I 

didn't have money and I didn't have a lot of time, but I had enough time to say a prayer for 

someone, to listen, and sometimes, just the right words to comfort a person in distress. The  

difference between an enabler and a healthy giver is the source of the giving. Is it giving we  

are called to do? 

 

I believe in the power of teams and community and that groups of people can accomplish  

seemingly miraculous things that we cannot accomplish on our own. Our need for Divine  

guidance is written right into the 12 Steps and into church liturgies. If we are to succeed, we will 

do so as co-creators with the Divine. And, more often than we might realize, the Divine works 

with and speaks to us through others.  

       

 



CHAPLAIN’S CORNER  HELEN DERSJANT 
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5 Step Prayer: I Can Count On God 
 

Over a decade ago, I taught Sunday school at a Church in Glendale, 
California where I came up with a five-step prayer for children that  
was fun and easy to remember. During Sunday school, we would  
gather in a circle and go around declaring and sharing one step at a 
time, counting on our fingers. It was an interactive approach that  
introduced them to New Thought Principles in a playful way.  

 

At the Glendale church one Sunday after service, we were sipping  
coffee and munching on goodies. The adults at my table saw a  
diagram of the prayer and asked about it. After a brief explanation  
they half-indignantly said, “Why aren’t WE learning this?” They all  
happily received a copy of the prayer. 

   

Last month I shared the five-step prayer at our Prayer Chaplain meeting and it was suggested  
by Michelle Gillette, our lead Prayer Chaplain, that it would be a great topic for Traces of 
Consciousness. So here it is folks! A simple five-step prayer for you to employ and enjoy! Each 
step is a powerful affirmation that stands up on its own. Have fun with it! 

 

I Have God In The Palm Of My Hand 
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STEP 1. Thumbs up for GOD…….Hurray for God! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEP 2. God and I are ONE……..God is LOVE 

 

STEP 3. I speak my WORD for what I WANT TO CREATE.…….Something for myself – for some-
one else – for the world (Three fingers make a “W”) 

 

 
STEP 4. What am I THANKFUL for?.......I say four things I am thankful for. 

 
 

STEP 5. I wave GOODBYE to my prayer……..I let it go so that God can do the rest. 
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Welcome to a new quarterly newsletter feature!  We’d like to know what books you are reading and what 

audio content (whether online, streaming, or podcasts) you are listening to (no politics please). Don’t be 

shy, its fun to get to know one another. Please submit a picture of yourself to  

accompany your short article. 

 

WHAT I’M READING    ANDREA SHERIDAN 

The Monk Within: Embracing a Sacred Way of Life by Beverly Lanzetta 

I will let this lovely book speak for itself : “True happiness is found in the 

deep self, where we are connected with God within.  When worldly  

distractions subside, what remains in the permanence of silence, love, and 

truth; the purity of being, and faithfulness to one’s integrity. The new monk  

is challenged to explore the wild regions, and to find the courage to be an 

artist for the divine.” 
 

Reading this book brought me to my bookshelves to reread and enjoy a 

Volume I’d enjoyed 10 years earlier, Ordinary People as Monks and  

Mystics: Lifestyles for Spiritual Wholeness by Marsha Sinetar 

  
 

WHAT’S STREAMING IN MY EARBUDS 
 
The two hours commuting from Fullerton to Pasadena and back provide ample time to explore  
the world of podcasts.  It is an expansive world of “continuing education”.  My current favorites  
coalesce in the general area of functional nutrition and fitness.   
 
Podcasts downloaded on my IPhone? 
Dr. Mark Hyman’s House Call  and Mark Sisson’s Primal Blueprint  along with Debbie Potts The 
Whole Athlete and Ben Greenfield Fitness. 
 
On less serious days when I just want to laugh?  NPR’s Wait, Wait, Don’t Tell Me with its panel of 
comedians always does the trick. 

 

 

 

WHAT I’M READING & WHAT’S STREAMING IN MY EARBUDS 
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 REIKI:  The Gift of Service to Others 

 By Outreach thru Reiki Ministry 

On February 17, 2018 I was in Pasadena for the birth of my granddaughter Penelope.  I stayed 
about a week with Penelope and her parents to help out wherever I could be of service.  Shortly 
after returning home to Northern California, I received an SOS:  “We need help! Will you come?”  
Over the next few days I packed some clothes and whatever else I could fit inside the camper  
shell of my old pickup, said goodbye to my housemate, and headed south down I-5 toward my 
new home.  
 

The busy months flew by and it was now Fall.  Caring for others is a rewarding service, but it can 
also be overwhelming.  One quiet evening when the chores of the day were done I had a flash of 
insight.  In order for me to serve others I needed spiritual nourishment.  I missed the wonderful 
Reiki fellowship I left behind.  I needed a spiritual community beyond the family.  

 

Google to the rescue!  I did an online search for “Reiki meetups near me,” and found the Unity 
Church of Pasadena and their Reiki group, Awaken The Healer Within. The meeting description 
said, “We meet on the last Thursday of the month from 7 to 9 pm in the church community room.  
Everyone is welcome to share in creating a loving and spiritually sacred environment.”  A $10  
donation was requested, and that donation is given to the Unity Church for the use of their facility.  

 

In November I attended my first Reiki meetup at Unity and received a warm welcome by six Reiki 
practitioners! The meetup started with a brief meditation to align the group, and each person re-
ceived a 15-minute Reiki session with a brief time to share after each session.  Gratefully, I had 
found my new Reiki spiritual community! 
 
     Continued on Next Page 
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After attending regular monthly Reiki meetups I got to know more people and two amazing women in 
particular--Reiki Master Dakotah Diamond and Reiki Master Teresa Morris. Dakotah is a beautiful 
soul with a gentle way of explaining to new comers what Reiki is and how Reiki works.  Dakotah  
really connects with people when she shares how self-Reiki helped relieve the deep emotional pain 
she suffered as a young woman.  Reiki Master Teresa Morris is a wonderful “I Can Do It!” woman 
and the co-founder of Unity’s Awaken The Healer Within.  Teresa is a registered nurse and  
understands how Reike energy compliments traditional medicine.  Teresa works tirelessly to make 
each session at Unity one that promotes deep relaxation, harmony, and balance.  Teresa’s adage is, 
“Expect A Miracle” and we do! 

 

Each of us is called personally to serve others, but we collectively wondered where we could offer 
our Reiki gifts to those who would most benefit.  Dakotah, Teresa, and I met with Rev. Karen Epps 
and asked for her counsel and guidance. Rev. Karen liked the idea of sharing Reiki and acted on our 
behalf by contacting Rabbi Joshua Levine Grater of The Women’s Room at Friends In Deed here in 
Pasadena.  Friends In Deed is the only organization in the San Gabriel Valley dedicated to serving 
women who are alone and homeless or at risk of homelessness.  It’s an interfaith member congre-
gation that provides supportive services to meet basic human needs so our homeless and at risk 
neighbors can rebuild their lives.   

 

Friends In Deed welcomed our gift of Reiki services, and for the past few months it has been our joy 
and privilege to share Reiki with these amazing women. Each time we visit The Women’s Room, the 
number of people signing up for Reiki treatments has increased.  They share with each other how 
peaceful they feel after receiving Reiki.  Some of the things they typically say after a treatment:  
“Thank you.  I feel so relaxed.”  “I think I fell asleep.”  “I can’t believe how hot your hands got!” Their 
expressions of gratitude are a gift to us. 

 

As Dakotah explains to all new comers, Reiki is a spiritual healing art with its roots in Japanese 
origin. The word Reiki comes from the Japanese word Rei meaning Universal Life and Ki meaning 
Energy. Reiki is not affiliated with any religion or religious practice. It is not massage nor is it based 
on belief or suggestion. It is a subtle and effective form of energy work using spiritually guided life 
force energy. 

 

During a Reiki session, the recipient remains fully clothed, removing only their shoes.  The recipient 
lies face up on a treatment table or sits in a chair. The practitioner places their hands in a light non-
invasive touch on the recipient’s body or just above the body beginning at the head or the feet and 
moving the hands to various locations on the body.  The placement of hands is never invasive or in-
trusive.  A treatment can last from 15 to 30 minutes or even longer depending on the time available.   

 

We are grateful to Rev. Karen Epps and the Unity Church of Pasadena for helping us serve the 
community with the gift of Reiki.  Would you like to try Reiki for yourself?  Join us on the last Thurs-
day of the month 7 to 9 pm at the Unity Church.  Everyone is welcome—men, women, and children.  
Dakotah, Teresa, and I – and the other dedicated Reiki practitioners at Unity are eager to meet you 
and share the wonderful gift of Reiki. 



THE UNITY OF PASADENA FAMILY  LEI MEI NORTON 
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In 2017 I made a decision. And it was a biggie! That was the year I  
decided to change my career and become a real estate agent. I had 
worked at a Lexus dealership for 7 years and sensed there was a  
slow down coming in the industry. But underneath there was deeper 
truth: I knew I wasn’t really happy in this career. I quit my good paying 
job without saving 6 to 12 months of income to support me and  
started anew. It was very stressful.  

 

I think things happen for a reason. I knew Selam Meharena who’d 
been a previous client from Lexus and reconnected with her on  
Facebook. We had a cup of coffee one day and I told her how I had 
been struggling these past months; she encouraged me to join her at 
church. I don’t have any religion in my life but I believe in God.   
When she mentioned the church is open to all religions and is more 
like spiritual, I told myself, “Why not give a try?” 

 

On December 31, 2017, I went to Unity of Pasadena, a small but very family oriented beautiful 
church. Burning Bowl ritual was the subject of the day… It was then that I let go of my fear and a 
painful relationship. 

 

Turn around January 2018, a miracle happened. In the first 5 months I closed 6 transactions and 
got 4 listings from door knocking. I’m thriving in real estate.  

 

But the big change of my life is, I know I’m not alone any longer. I’m the child of God. I have my 
Unity of Pasadena family. I created a morning ritual in which I share Daily Word to all my family, 
clients and friends through meditation and prayer. I know God found me and I found myself: 
Love, Peace and Positive. 

 

 

 

LiMei Norton is a local real estate agent serving Pasadena, San Marino, and Los Angeles. Her 
philosophy: I see every client as my lifetime friend; I serve you wherever you go, whenever you 
need me. It’s my commitment. 
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Workshops & Events 

October 6-November 21 

Faith in Action 2019 
  
In 2019, Faith in Action once again becomes a vehicle to support us  

as we journey the spiritual path. The Sunday Celebration Service,  

the small groups, and wearing the colors of the week all center around 

what we are studying in the book, and we hope you will read along  

with us! Copies of the book are available in our BookNook or  

can be ordered at your local bookselleror Amazon.  

 

Join a Small Group 

 

We have four small groups this year including a new online offering.   

This is a great way to be involved in Faith in Action even if you are  

unavailable on Sundays! Join one of these small groups and have fun 

 with the Unity Community outside of Sunday Celebration. 

 

Groups are open to anyone who is interested in this exploration of what happens when we say 

 yes to life!   

 

Click the Link of the group you are interested in joining and you will be taken directly to the  

registration page.  We look forward to having you join us!  

 

In person groups meet at the church: 

 

             Sundays 12:15-1:45 with Rev Karen October 6-November 17 

 

             Mondays  6-7:30 with Andrea Sheridan October 7-November 18 

 

             Thursdays 7-8:30 with Selam Meharena October 10-November 21  

 

Online group meets using Zoom interactive video service: 

 

              Tuesdays 6-7:30 with Rev Karen October 9-November 19 
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About The Surrender Experiment:  
 

"Ultimately, this book is about the art of allowing...of radical freedom,  
really. It's about following your passions and then lining up with whatever cir-
cumstances life places before you....the sharp lines between spiritual and non-
spiritual begin to fade."  

 

 

 

 Gratitude Sunday Potluck  

        November 24th  @12 

 Join in our Annual  

    Faith in Action Celebration 

Faith in Action Sunday Colors 

We invite you to wear the colors of the week on Sunday.    

 

October   6        Week 1      Waking Up - Red 

October  13       Week 2      The Great Experiment Begins – Orange 

October  20      Week 3    From Solitude to Service  - Yellow 

October  27       Week 4      The Business of Surrender  - Green 

November  3     Week 5       Something Priceless & Forces of Natural Growth -  Blue  

November 10    Week 6       Clouds Become Rainbows & Embracing Explosive Expansion -

             Indigo 

November  17    Week 7      Total Surrender  - Violet 

November  24    Week 8      Sacred Service Sunday - white  

 

  

    Sunday December 15  12-1:30  Heartbeat of Our  

  Community      
   Find out what is happening at Unity of Pasadena, help plan for  

    the future, ask questions.  All are welcome!   
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October Sunday Talk Titles 

Faith in Action  The Surrender Experiment by Michael Singer         

October           6    Waking Up   

October    13    The Great Experiment Begins   

October          20    From Solitude to Service  

October          27  The Business of Surrender          

 November Sunday Talk Titles 

   Faith in Action continues 

 

November        3   Something Priceless & Forces of Natural Growth   
November      10   Clouds Become Rainbows & Embracing Explosivee Expansion   
November      17   Total Surrender   
November      24    Sacred Service Sunday   

 

December Sunday Talk Titles   

Series: The Promise of Christmas 
 

December         1     A Christmas Carol   
December      8     Christmas - Unity Style   
December        15       Home by Another Way   
December        22      A Child is Born   
December        29       Practicing the Presence -Contemplative Service 

Worship, Devotion & Celebration 

Christmas Eve Candlelight Service 

Tuesday December 24  6 

 Sacred Light ~ Sacred Life  

 With our Unity Choir 
 Light refreshments to follow. 

  

  

    Hanging o’ the Greens  December 7 10:30-12:30 
      
     Join us as we decorate Unity of Pasadena for Christmas. 
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$10 Reiki Sessions 

Last Thursday of the Month 

7-9 

Come experience the relaxing,  
energy-balancing, healing practice  

of reiki with certified practitioners for a  

price that can’t be beat! 

Ongoing Groups & Services 

 

Choir Practice     
Choir practice is at Church on Wednesdays at 7.  Please see calendar for dates. 
 

Tea Time with your Prayer Chaplains  
Last Sunday of the month 12:15-1  
A monthly interactive gathering with your Unity of Pasadena Prayer Chaplains. 

 
12-Step Meetings at Unity of Pasadena 

 
 

AA Big Book Neat                                     Wednesday 3-4 
Narcotics Anonymous Meeting    Wednesday 5:30-6:30 
Narcotics Anonymous Meeting     Thursday 5:30-6:30 
Cocaine Anonymous Meeting    Saturday 7:30-9 
Al Anon for youth and young adults   Sunday 7:45-9 

Meditation Service 

Noon every Thursday 
 

Join us for a guided meditation with Suzanne  

Peters, including long periods of silence for  
contemplation. This 30 minute meditation is 

sure to rejuvenate and renew your mind,  

body, and soul.  


